Calls for applications for individual PhD grants
(post-doc fellowships will be open soon)

The National Science Foundation of Portugal (FCT) is launching its calls for applications for individual PhD grants. Another call, concerning post-doc fellowships will be open soon.

The team of Internal Geophysics and Seismology of the Center of Geophysics of Evora (CGE) hosted by the University of Evora encourages such spontaneous applications. We particularly welcome projects on 1) earthquake source seismology, active tectonics, and seismic hazard, 2) heat flux, geodynamics, applied geophysics and geothermics, and 3) methodological developments on probabilistic data integration.

The individual applications have to include the curriculum of the applicant, a research project, and the name and support of a host institute in Portugal and of one or more advisors.


The first call for PhD grants is open now and will close on **June 1, 2009**. The second call will close on **September 1, 2009**. Only one application per year is possible for each candidate.

The call for Postdoc fellowship will open on **June 2nd**.

Potential candidates should feel free to contact any member of the team, but Theme 1 applications can be relayed by Matthieu Ferry ([matthieu@uevora.pt](mailto:matthieu@uevora.pt)), Theme 2 by Claudia Adam ([adam@uevora.pt](mailto:adam@uevora.pt)) and Theme 3 by Delphine Fitzenz ([delphine@uevora.pt](mailto:delphine@uevora.pt)).